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LIFE & WORKJOURNAL REPORTS: COLLEGE RANKINGS

Top Colleges for High-Paying Jobs in Finance
A new ranking puts MIT at No. 1 and the University of Virginia �irst among public
schools

MIT �inance graduates earn over $48,000 a year more than the median B.A. graduate in the �ield, according to the
Burning Glass Institute.
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By Kailyn Rhone Follow

April 11, 2023 8�00 am ET

Graduates of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who go into finance earn higher
salaries than other schools’ graduates in the field, according to a ranking compiled by the
Burning Glass Institute, a nonprofit that researches employment trends. 

The top public university for finance salaries in the new ranking is the University of Virginia. 

The ranking aims to answer the question: If the choice of career and the number of years in
the field are the same, what effect does the school somebody went to have on their salary?

The answer for graduates of MIT, according to the ranking, is a premium of more than
$48,000 a year over what the median B.A. graduate working in finance earns, according to
Burning Glass. University of Virginia graduates earn a nearly $20,000 premium over those
peers, according to Burning Glass, which analyzed data about experience and pay from
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Lightcast, a labor-market data firm, and Glassdoor, a company-ratings website, to determine
the average salaries that graduates earn in their first 10 years out of college.

Seven of the eight Ivy League schools are ranked in the top 20 private schools for finance
salaries, from Harvard University at No. 2 to Cornell University at No. 15. On the public-college
list, the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor and Binghamton University in New York round
out the top three, with graduates of both schools earning more than an $18,000 premium
compared with their peers. 

Three more colleges in New York also are among the top 10 public schools for finance careers:
the City University of New York’s Bernard M. Baruch College at No. 6, Stony Brook University
at No. 8 and the State University of New York at Albany at No. 10. 

Colleges in and around New York City tend to function as channels for students to take
internships and then full-time jobs at banks, private-equity shops, hedge funds or other
financial firms, says Matt Sigelman, president of Burning Glass. 

“There’s real benefits to being around the epicenter of that sector,” he says. 

Top 20 Private Colleges for Finance Salaries

These graduates earn higher pay than the median graduate in �inance

RANK COLLEGE ANNUAL SALARY
PREMIUM FINANCE % OF GRADUATES

� Massachusetts Institute of Technology ������� ����%

� Harvard University ������� ����%

� Princeton University ������� ����%

� University of Pennsylvania ������� �����%

� Dartmouth College ������� ����%

� Yale University ������� ����%

� Columbia University in the City of New
York ������� �����%

� Duke University ������� ����%

� Middlebury College ������� ����%

�� University of Chicago ������� ����%
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RANK COLLEGE ANNUAL SALARY
PREMIUM FINANCE % OF GRADUATES

�� Stanford University ������� ����%

�� Bowdoin College ������� ����%

�� Georgetown University ������� �����%

�� Swarthmore College ������� ����%

�� Cornell University ������� ����%

�� New York University ������� ����%

�� Williams College ������� ����%

�� Wellesley College ������� ����%

�� Johns Hopkins University ������� ����%

�� Northwestern University ������� ����%

20  entries per page

Showing 1 to 20 of 20 entries

Source: Burning Glass analysis of data from Lightcast and Glassdoor

Top 20 Public Colleges for Finance Salaries

These graduates earn higher pay than the median graduate in �inance

RANK COLLEGE ANNUAL SALARY PREMIUM FINANCE % OF GRADUATES

� University of Virginia-Main Campus ������� ����%

� University of Michigan-Ann Arbor ������� ����%

� Binghamton University ������� ����%

� University of California-Berkeley ������� ����%

� William & Mary ������� ����%

� CUNY Bernard M Baruch College ������� �����%

� Rutgers University-New Brunswick ������� ����%

� Stony Brook University ������� ����%

� University of California-Los Angeles ������� ����%

�� SUNY at Albany ������� ����%
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Methodology

Rankings are determined by a Burning Glass Institute analysis of experience and pay data
from Lightcast, a labor-market data firm, and Glassdoor, a company-ratings website. For each
college, an annual salary premium was calculated using the difference between the earnings
of the school’s graduates in their first 10 years after graduation and the median graduate in
the field. To filter for graduates working in finance, the Burning Glass Institute analyzed only
the roles relevant to the profession as classified by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’
Standard Occupational Classification codes and the U.S. Census Bureau’s North American
Industry Classification System.

Ms. Rhone is a Wall Street Journal reporter in New York. She can be reached at
kailyn.rhone@wsj.com.

RANK COLLEGE ANNUAL SALARY PREMIUM FINANCE % OF GRADUATES

�� University of Utah ������� ����%

�� Georgia Institute of Technology-Main
Campus ������ ����%

�� University of Texas at Austin ������ ����%

�� University of Delaware ������ ����%

�� University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign ������ ����%

�� University of Connecticut ������ ����%

�� University of Maryland-College Park ������ ����%

�� Indiana University-Bloomington ������ ����%

�� University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill ������ ����%

�� University of Colorado Boulder ������ ����%

20  entries per page

Showing 1 to 20 of 20 entries

Source: Burning Glass analysis of data from Lightcast and Glassdoor

We Want to Hear From You

What questions or advice do you have about building a career in �inance? *
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Next in Journal Reports: College Rankings

What level in a �inance career are you?

Name*

Email*

SUBMIT

By submitting your response to this questionnaire, you consent to Dow Jones processing your special categories of personal
information and are indicating that your answers may be investigated and published by The Wall Street Journal and you are
willing to be contacted by a Journal reporter to discuss your answers further. In an article on this subject, the Journal will not
attribute your answers to you by name unless a reporter contacts you and you provide that consent.

Entry level

Mid career

Late career

Retired
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JOURNAL REPORTS: COLLEGE RANKINGS

Top Colleges in the Northeast for Academic Resources
March 9, 2022 at 3�00 PM ET

MIT leads five schools in the region in the top 10 nationwide for resources in the

WSJ/THE College Rankings

More Journal Reports: College Rankings Articles

JOURNAL REPORTS: COLLEGE RANKINGS

Top Public and Private Colleges in the South
March 2, 2022 at 2�59 PM ET

JOURNAL REPORTS: COLLEGE RANKINGS

Top Colleges in the Midwest for Diversity
February 23, 2022 at 3�00 PM ET

JOURNAL REPORTS: COLLEGE RANKINGS

Best Values in the WSJ/THE College Rankings
February 16, 2022 at 3�14 PM ET
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